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Embarking on a new journey through diversification 
Replicating the success seen in Roads in new segments holds the key hereafter 

 G R Infraprojects Ltd (GRIL) has established itself as a leading road EPC player and
has leapfrogged its competitors – owing to its focus on cash flow generation and,
hence, longevity, rather than just topline growth. Over FY14–21, it saw a
standalone revenue / EBITDA / adj. PAT CAGR of 38%/45%/55%. The company has
a strong balance sheet, with FY21 net debt/equity at just 0.2x.

 The company is set to traverse the journey from being just a Roads player to a
diversified EPC player over the next decade. GRIL has already forayed into the
adjacent civil verticals of Railways and Metros and is now looking to bid for Power
T&D projects. Importantly, it plans to scale up in new verticals while maintaining
its focus on cash flow generation, rather than just topline growth – a continuation
of its past business strategy.

 With a robust order book of INR158b, excluding L1 positions, we expect GRIL to
witness EPS growth of 16% over FY21–24. Given its size and high-margin profile,
GRIL needs to deliver a balancing act between topline growth and margins. We
assign TP of INR2,260 on the stock on the SOTP basis on a) an exit PE multiple of
18x on Sep’23E EPS to the core EPC business and b) 1.2x Sep’23E investment value
in BOT assets. We initiate coverage on the stock with a Buy rating.

 Key risks include weak order flows from Government authorities.

Strong execution track record, backed by experienced management 
Since its incorporation in FY96, GRIL has gradually increased its execution 
capabilities and now emerged as a Tier 1 contractor – from being a sub-
contractor just a decade ago. Its individual promoters have more than 25 years 
of experience in the Construction industry; thus, they have strong operational 
knowledge, good relationships with clients, and a successful track record of 
executing infrastructure projects. Additionally, it has developed a senior 
management team with qualified, experienced, and skilled professionals. 

Pure EPC player with strong focus on cash flow generation 
GRIL’s business model can be classified as a pure EPC model as it does not want 
to undertake revenue risk related to the Development business. It has limited its 
exposure to annuity and HAM projects only. Since ~50% of the new bids in the 
Roads sector are awarded on a HAM basis, the company has limited choice to 
avoid the Asset business. However, it aims to recycle such assets post the 
construction completion and does not intend to build a long-term asset 
portfolio. HAM projects are essentially deferred EPC projects and hence do not 
carry much risk on the balance sheet. Its risk management strategy has helped 
GRIL generate strong cash flow; therefore, it has a strong balance sheet with 
FY21 net D/E of just 0.2x.  

Initiating Coverage | Sector: Infrastructure 

G R Infraprojects 
CMP: INR1,899  TP: INR2,260 (+19%) Buy BSE Sensex S&P CNX 

61,150 18,212 

Stock Info 
Bloomberg GRINFRA IN 
Equity Shares (m) 96.7 
M.Cap.(INRb)/(USDb) 183.6 / 2.5 
52-Week Range (INR) 2277 / 1544 
1, 6, 12 Rel. Per (%) -1/-/-
12M Avg Val (INR M) 464
Free float (%) 13.5

Financial Snapshot 
Y/E Mar 2021 2022E 2023E 
Sales 72.4 85.3 96.7 
EBITDA 13.1 15.3 17.4 
PAT 7.8 8.9 10.4 
EBITDA (%) 18.1 18.0 18.0 
EPS (INR) 80.7 92.5 107.3 
EPS Gr. (%) 13.7 14.6 16.0 
BV/Sh. (INR) 373 465 573 
Ratios    
Net D/E 0.2 0.2 0.1 
RoE (%) 24.3 22.1 20.7 
RoCE (%) 19.9 18.8 18.2 
Payout (%) - - -
Valuations    
P/E (x) 23.5 20.5 17.7 
P/BV (x) 5.1 4.1 3.3 
EV/EBITDA (x) 14.6 12.4 10.8 
Div Yield (%) - - -
FCF Yield (%) (0.4) 3.2 3.9

Shareholding pattern (%) 
As On Sep-21 Jun-21 
Promoter 86.5 86.5 
DII 7.1 0.0 
FII 2.9 0.0 
Others 3.5 13.5 
FII Includes depository receipts 

Stock Performance (1-year) 

(INR b)
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Diversification strategy in place to address growth concerns 
GRIL’s journey to becoming a leading road contractor has been astonishing. 
However, it needs to demonstrate similar acumen by diversifying into adjacent civil 
verticals to address growth concerns on its revenue base of >INR70b. To address 
these growth concerns, GRIL has forayed into the Railways and Metros segments. 
However, we expect the diversification journey to be slow and steady as the 
company aims to build capabilities and focuses on replicating superior margins of 
18%+ in new segments. Focus on cash flow generation and the balance sheet is the 
only mantra to survive across cycles as well as an enabler for growth over the long 
term. GRIL ticks all the boxes from a risk mitigation perspective in this regard.  
 
Backward integration, equipment ownership aid industry-leading margins 
GRIL’s EPC business is backed by an in-house integrated model, including a design 
and engineering team, manufacturing facilities for processing bitumen, 
thermoplastic road-marking paint and road signage, fabrication and galvanization 
unit for manufacturing metal crash barriers, owned construction equipment, and 
fleet of transportation vehicles. As of Sep’21, its equipment base comprised over 
7,000 plants and equipment, enabling it to be less dependent on third-party 
equipment providers and efficiently manage execution. A high equipment base 
helps GRIL clock higher EBITDA margins of 18% v/s the peer average of 14–15%.    
 
We estimate a 16% standalone EPC adj. PAT CAGR over FY21–24 
GRIL’s current order book stands at INR158b (excl. the L1 position of INR12b). This 
translates into an OB/rev ratio of 1.8x, marginally lower v/s peers. The Roads sector 
has seen aggressive competition recently, and GRIL’s focus on margins has led to a 
lower strike rate in winning orders. As players with weak balance sheets focus on 
financial closures and executing their order books, GRIL would get ample 
opportunity to regain market share in future bids. We estimate the EPC business to 
post a 16% CAGR in earnings over FY21–24, in line with revenue growth at similar 
levels.  
 
Pending equity commitment of INR13b in existing asset portfolio 
GRIL has a portfolio of 17 assets, with a total equity commitment of INR25b, of 
which it had already infused INR12b+ by FY21-end. The pending equity commitment 
stands at ~INR13b, to be infused over the next 2.5 years. We expect the same to be 
easily funded via strong cash flow generation in the EPC business. 
 
Initiate with a Buy rating, with TP of INR2,260      
With a robust order book of INR158b, excluding L1 positions, we expect GRIL to 
witness EPS growth of 16% over FY21–24. Given its size and high-margin profile, 
GRIL needs to deliver a balancing act between topline growth and margins. We 
assign a TP of INR2,260 on the stock on the SOTP basis on a) an exit PE multiple of 
18x on Sep’23E EPS to the core EPC business and b) 1.2x Sep’23E investment value 
in BOT assets. We initiate coverage on the stock with a Buy rating. GRIL would be 
one of the key beneficiaries of the opportunities arising in key Infra sectors such as 
Roads and Highways over the next few years. Its focus on margins and cash flow 
generation would augur well from a long-term perspective. Any asset monetization 
by way of InvIT or asset sale could free up further growth capital for the company.  

It intends to diversify into 
Power T&D, railway 

projects, bridge 
construction, supplying 

materials, and track linking. 

The company has its own 
design and engineering 

team, manufacturing 
facilities for processing 

bitumen, owned 
construction equipment, 

and fleet of transportation 
vehicles. 

We expect a 16% PAT CAGR 
for GRIL over FY21–24. 

It has a robust HAM asset 
portfolio in place; the 

equity commitment would 
be fulfilled via internal 

accruals. 
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Story in charts  
 

Exhibit 1: Expected spend on road construction (in INR 
trillion) 

 
Source: CRISIL Research 

 
Exhibit 2: Construction spend in Railways (INR trillion) 

 
Source: CRISIL Research, union budget document 

 
Exhibit 3: Investment opportunity in metro projects (INR 
trillion) 

 
Source: CRISIL Research  

Exhibit 4: Awarding of tenders (in km) by NHAI over FY16–
FY25P  

 
Source: NHAI, CRISIL Research 

 
Exhibit 5: HAM projects constitute a sizeable portion of 
awarding by NHAI 

 
Source: NHAI, CRISIL Research 

 
Exhibit 6: NHAI awarding to key players (FY21) 

 
Source: NHAI, MOFSL 
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Exhibit 7: Robust Order book (OB) provides revenue 
visibility for next two years 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

Exhibit 8: With strong OB, expect ~16% revenue CAGR over 
FY21–24 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 9: Margin to remain healthy at 18% levels  

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

Exhibit 10: Expect ~16% adj. PAT CAGR over FY21–24 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 11: Net debt to be minuscule by FY24E 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

Exhibit 12: Return ratios to remain robust 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 
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Exhibit 13: Highest revenue CAGR v/s peers over FY16–21 
(%)… 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 14: …along with highest EBITDA CAGR (%) 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 15: Adj. PAT CAGR at 48.8% over FY16–21, the 
highest among peers 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 16: Healthy net debt/equity (FY21, x) 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 17: EPC sector – valuation comparison  

 M Cap 
(INR b) 

CMP PE (x)** EV/EBITDA (x) RoE (%) Net D/E (x) 
Company name (INR) FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E 
G R Infra 184 1,899 22.1 18.9 12.4 10.8 22.1 20.7 0.2 0.1 
PNC Infratech* 78 304 16.5 14.1 9.0 7.7 14.9 16.0 -0.1 -0.2 
KNR 90 319 25.5 18.0 12.8 10.5 18.5 21.5 -0.1 -0.1 
Dilip Buildcon* 60 411 8.6 6.3 5.4 4.1 12.2 14.6 0.6 0.5 
IRB Infra (consol) 84 240 53.1 34.9 7.9 6.7 2.8 5.3 1.9 1.7 
Ashoka Buildcon 29 102 9.5 7.8 5.4 4.3 14.6 14.4 0.0 0.0 
H.G. infra* 38 588 14.5 13.0 8.0 7.2 22.2 20.7 -0.1 -0.1 
 

Source: Company, Bloomberg, MOFSL; *not-rated; **adjusted for asset business 
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Emerging as scalable EPC player in Indian Construction industry  
 
Company overview 
GRIL was incorporated in Dec’95 and is an integrated engineering, procurement, and 
construction company. It has gradually increased its execution capabilities in terms 
of the size of projects to be bid and executed. For example, one of the first road 
projects the company executed was for the Public Works Department, Rajasthan, in 
1997, with a bid project cost of INR26.5m. On the other hand, the recently awarded 
project, i.e., the Vadodara–Mumbai Expressway project in Maharashtra on a HAM 
basis in 2020 involved a bid project cost of INR27.5b.  
 

GRIL – BRIEF HISTORY AND KEY MILESTONES 

 
 

EPC player with strong focus on road projects  
GRIL has over 25 years of experience in executing EPC projects in the Roads sector – 
comprising the construction and development of state and national highways, 
bridges, culverts, flyovers, airport runways, tunnels, and rail-over-bridges. Since 
2006, it has executed more than 100 road construction projects. On this journey, it 
has transformed from a sub-contractor to a Tier 1 contractor and now directly 
participates in NHAI bids since 2014. Historically, the company has been focused on 
road projects, but diversified into the Railways sector in 2018 through two projects 
involving earthworks, the construction of bridges, the supply of materials, and track 
linking and civil engineering works. 
 

Promoters have more than 
25 years of experience in 

the Construction industry. 

    

Received certificate for 
commencement of business. 
Take-over of business of M/s 

Gumani Ram Agarwal 

Foray into 
development of 
infrastructure 

projects 

Established a centralized workshop with 
fabrication facilities at NH 8, BalichaBypass, 
Udaipur, for reducing equipment downtime 

Change of name 
of company to G 
R Infraprojects 

Commenced operations at the bitumen 
emulsion/PMB manufacturing unit at 
Kaladwasin Rajasthan, having annual 

installed capacity of 30,000 MT 

Equity investment by IBEF I, 
IBEF and IDFC# in the form of 
subscription to equity shares 

Commenced 
operations of second 

bitumen emulsion 
manufacturing unit at 

Amingaon, Assam, 
having annual installed 
capacity of 30,000 MT 

Commenced operations at 
fabrication and galvanisationunit for 
metal crash barriers at Ahmedabad, 
Gujarat having installed capacity of 

24,000 MT 

First BOT 
hybrid annuity 

project 
awarded with 

contracted 
value of 

13,670.0 Mn 

Sale of controlling stake 
in two erstwhile 

subsidiaries - Jodhpur 
Pali Expressway Limited 
and Shillong Expressway 

Awarded first railway 
project which 

implements company’s 
strategy of diversification 
in infrastructure sector. 

Commenced 
operations at 

Company third 
bitumen emulsion 

manufacturing 
unit at Sandila, 
Uttar Pradesh 

1996 

2001 

2006 

2007 

2009 2011 

Completed 
Shillong Bypass 

~10 months 
prior to 

scheduled COD 

2013 

2014 2015 

2016 

2017 2018 

2019 
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Experienced promoters with strong management team 
Its individual promoters have more than 25 years of experience in the Construction 
industry. Prior to the company’s incorporation, the promoters were associated with 
M/s. Gumani Ram Agarwal, a partnership firm whose business was acquired by the 
company in 1996. The promoters have strong operational knowledge, good 
relationships with clients, and a successful track record of executing infrastructure 
projects.  
 
In addition to individual promoters, the senior management team includes 
qualified, experienced, and skilled professionals with experience across various 
sectors. The company believes the stability of its management team and the 
industry experience of the individual promoters would enable it to continue to 
capitalize on future market opportunities and expand into newer markets. The 
department heads have average experience of over two decades in the 
Infrastructure and Construction industries. 
 
Open to pursuing other segments within EPC space 
While the company expects to continue to focus on the development and 
construction of road projects, as a part of its growth strategy, it intends to diversify 
into railways projects, including earthworks, construction of bridges, supply of 
materials, track linking, and laying of optical fiber cables.  
 
Expanding into new functional areas would allow the company to consolidate its 
position in the Infrastructure sector and effectively leverage its experience in 
executing EPC projects. This would also help the company gain experience in such 
sectors and render it well-positioned to strategically expand in these sectors. 
 
Established track record of timely execution 
GRIL has developed an established track record of efficient project management 
and execution experience, involving trained and skilled manpower, the efficient 
deployment of equipment, and an in-house integrated model. In-house material 
supply chain management ensures key construction materials are delivered in a 
timely manner to the manufacturing facilities and construction sites – enabling it to 
manage the processes effectively and maintain key raw material inventory in an 
optimal manner. Some of the projects that were completed earlier than stipulated 
are as follows: 
 

Exhibit 18: Demonstration of strong execution capabilities by completing major projects before stipulated time, thereby 
earning early completion bonus in these projects 

Project name Scheduled construction  
period  (in days) 

Completed earlier  
than scheduled (in days) 

Gross Bonus  
received (INR m) 

Nagaur Mukundgarh Project 730 394 1,197 
Porbandar Dwarka Project 1,095 299 536 
Shillong Bypass Project 1,095 318 432 
Jowai – Ratacherra Project 910 46 69 
Faridkote – Kotakpura Project 730 90 154 
Hisar Dabwali Package 2 913 106 194 
Hisar Dabwali Package 1 913 115 165 
Phagwara Rupnagar Project 910 38 54 
 

Source: Company 

 

Department heads have 
average experience of over 

two decades in the 
Infrastructure and 

Construction industries. 

It intends to diversify into 
Power T&D, railway 

projects, bridge 
construction, supplying 

materials, and track linking. 
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In-house integrated model 
GRIL has developed key competencies and resources in-house to deliver a project 
from conceptualization until completion. The in-house integrated model constitutes 
a design and engineering team, manufacturing facilities for processing bitumen, 
thermoplastic road-marking paint and road signage, a fabrication and galvanization 
unit for manufacturing metal crash barriers, owned construction equipment, and a 
fleet of transportation vehicles. 
 
As of Sep’21, its equipment base comprised over 7,000 plant and equipment, which 
have enabled it to be less dependent on third-party equipment providers and 
efficiently manage project execution schedules. The company has also set up a 
workshop in Udaipur, Rajasthan, wherein it undertakes major repair and 
maintenance of construction equipment and vehicles, ensuring reduced downtime 
for construction equipment. It also owns specialized construction equipment, such 
as hot mix plants, soil stabilizers, mobile cold recycling mixing plants, and cement 
spreaders. As of Mar’21, the aggregate gross block value of the company’s property, 
plant, and equipment stood at INR20.6b. 
 
The company believes the in-house integrated model has contributed to its ability 
to successfully complete projects on or before time, without compromising on 
quality and allowing it to capture a larger proportion of the value chain in the 
Road Development business. This includes EPC margins, developer returns, and 
operation and maintenance margins, apart from providing a competitive advantage 
over other infrastructure development and construction companies that outsource 
their construction activities to external agencies. 
 

Exhibit 19: Integrated business model and established manufacturing facilities in India 
Manufacturing Facility and 
Location 

Product (s) manufactured / 
fabricated 

Installed 
Capacity Key Equipment Used Key Raw Materials Used 

Emulsion facility and 
fabrication unit – Udaipur, 
Rajasthan 

(i) Emulsion of different grades 
of PMB and VG-40 
thermoplastic road marking 
paint 

(ii) Road signage (cautionary, 
mandatory, directional, 
informative, delineators) 

(iii) Overhead structures (gantry, 
cantilevers) and toll boards 

(iv) Toll canopy, bus shelters, etc. 

30,000 MT 
 

 Manufacturing: Milling 
machine, boilers, storage 
tanks 

 
 Fabrication: Retro plotter, 

rolling machine, shearing, 
and welding equipment  

 Manufacturing:  
Bitumen, Emulsifiers, 
solvents, SBS, and elvaloy 
 

 Fabrication: ISA, ISMC, 
square pipes, MS Plates, 
ACP sheet, retroreflective 
sheeting, overlay  

Emulsion facility – Guwahati, 
Assam 

Bitumen emulsion and modified 
bitumen 30,000 MT 

 Inline automatic emulsion 
plant, boiler, 150 Kva 3-
star transformer 

 Bitumen, HCL acid, calcium 
chloride, emulsifiers, 
kerosene oil 

Metal crash barrier fabrication 
and galvanization facility – 
Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

(i) W – shape channel (2318 
MM to 5318 MM) 

(ii) C shape channel (330 MM to 
2100 MM) 

24,000 MT 

 Fully automated metal 
slitting machine, fully 
automated roll forming 
machines, and 
galvanization plant 

 Steel hot rolled coil (3MM 
to 5MM), zinc  

Emulsion facility – Sandila,  
Uttar Pradesh 

Emulsion of different grades - RS1, 
MS, SS1 & SS2 25,000MT 

 Manufacturing: Bitumen 
emulsion manufacturing 
plant ENH, milling 
machine, boilers, storage 
tanks 

 Manufacturing:  
Bitumen, emulsifiers, 
solvents, Hydrochloric Acid, 
and Calcium Chloride 

 

Source: Company 

 
 

The company has its own 
design and engineering 

team, manufacturing 
facilities for processing 

bitumen, thermoplastic 
road marking paint and 

signage, owned 
construction equipment, 

and fleet of transportation 
vehicles. 

As of Mar’21, the aggregate 
gross block value of the 

company’s PPE was 
INR20.6b. 
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Current order book stands at INR158b excl L1, with OB/rev ratio 1.8x 
As of 2QFY22-end, GRIL’s order book stood at INR158b, excluding L1 orders worth 
INR12b. This translates to an OB/rev ratio of 1.8x, marginally lower v/s peers. 
However, we note two key reasons for a lower OB/rev ratio – a) GRIL’s strike rate to 
win orders has been lower in recent bids on account of higher competitive intensity 
and focus on maintaining margins and cash flows. We see this as a testament to its 
core business philosophy as such order wins could turn out to be a winner’s curse, 
especially in a rising commodity price environment (although road projects have a 
pass-through clause, the timing gap could be detrimental to margins); b) superior 
execution in FY21 and the rapid depletion of the existing order book imply a lower 
OB/rev ratio. Hence, to sustain strong revenue growth, the dependency on new 
order inflows has increased. We believe as competitors get busy with financial 
closures and executing recently acquired orders, GRIL would have ample 
opportunity to improve its market share in road awards, especially at a better 
margin profile v/s peers. 
 

Exhibit 20: HAM constitutes 63% of order book at end-
2QFY22 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

Exhibit 21: Order book – clientele breakdown as of end-
2QFY22 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 22: Robust order book provides visibility for the next two years  

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 
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Others, 1% 
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Others, 7% 
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Orderbook (INR b)

Order book to revenues 
stands at 1.8x; we expect 

new order inflows over the 
near term. 
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Geographically diversified OB augurs well 
GRIL’s order book is well-diversified across the states of Uttar Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, and Chhattisgarh, among others. Such 
geographical diversification augurs well for business as it removes any regional 
concentration risk, making GRIL a true pan-India player.  
 
Exhibit 23: GRIL’s well-diversified order book – true pan-India player (2QFY22) 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
We forecast revenue CAGR of 16% over FY21–24 
On the back of the current order book and our order inflow assumption, we expect 
GRIL to clock revenue CAGR of 16% over FY21–24. Note that NHAI forms 87% of the 
order book, which provides good comfort in achieving receivables in a timely 
manner. We further note that while Uttar Pradesh Expressways Industrial 
Development Authority (UPEIDA) forms 3% of the order book, the likely focus on 
project completion before the upcoming elections implies faster execution as well.  
 
Exhibit 24: Expect ~16% revenue CAGR over FY21–24 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 

We expect the EBITDA margin to sustain at 18% v/s 20%+ in FY19/FY20 
GRIL’s strong execution capabilities and backward integrated business model helps 
it clock industry-leading EBITDA margins. Thus, in FY19/FY20, it reported EBITDA 
margins as high as over 20%. However, we expect sustainable EBITDA margins to be 
~18% as GRIL needs to diversify into new segments, which may be margin-dilutive. 
Also, it would be difficult to replicate the early completion bonus performance of 
the past as NHAI has truncated the concession period for road projects to 2 years 
(from 2.5 years earlier). Note that while faster growth into new segments may 
pressure margins, it may lift the revenue growth trajectory. 
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Capex intensity to be high at INR4–5b per annum 
GRIL’s in-house integrated business model requires it to own the majority of the 
equipment on its books. While GRIL sees this as a competitive advantage and a key 
reason for its superior operating performance, such a business model requires high 
maintenance capex. This is reflected adequately in GRIL’s fixed asset turnover at 
3.5x. Thus, we expect GRIL’s capex to be INR4.0b/INR5.0b over FY23/FY24, while the 
capex guidance for FY22 stands at INR3.3b. 
 

Exhibit 25: Capex trend over FY16–21 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

Exhibit 26: Fixed asset turnover ratio at 3.5x as of FY21 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Working capital cycle to remain at ~24% of sales over FY22–24E 
GRIL’s working capital cycle elongated in FY21, largely on account of a reduction in 
current liabilities. Working capital to sales stood at ~24% of sales, largely in-line for 
an EPC player. We expect this to remain around similar levels over FY22–24 – as the 
company aims to expand into allied EPC segments. 
 
Exhibit 27: Working capital as % of sales to remain at ~24% over FY22–24E 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Equity commitment in asset portfolio 
GRIL has a strong HAM portfolio, with a total equity requirement of ~INR25b. The 
company has already invested ~INR12b, with the remaining INR13b to be invested 
over FY22–24E. The remaining equity funding is expected to be done via internal 
accruals. 
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Exhibit 28: Equity commitment in BOT projects 

S. No. SPV Project cost 
(INR b) 

FC 
(INR b) 

Debt 
(INR b) 

Grant 
(INR b) 

Equity 
(INR b) Status 

1 Reengus Sikar Expressway Limited 2.3 2.3 1.7 - 0.6 Operational 
2 GR Phagwara Expressway Limited 13.8 12.2 5.4 5.5 1.3 Operational 
3 Nagaur Mukundgarh Highways Private Limited 9.1 8.1 2.6 4.6 0.9 Operational 
4 Varanasi Sangam Expressway Private Limited 24.5 22.3 9.9 9.8 2.6 Operational 
5 Porbandar Dwarka Expressway Private Limited 16.0 14.8 6.7 6.4 1.7 Operational 
6 GR Akkalkot Solapur Highway Private Limited 8.1 7.4 3.3 3.2 0.8 Operational 
7 GR Sangli Solapur Highway Private Limited 9.6 8.8 4.0 3.8 1.0 Operational 
8 GR Gundugolanu Devarapalli Highway Private 18.3 17.2 7.9 7.3 2.0 Operational 
9 GR Dwarka Devariya Highway Private Limited 11.0 10.2 4.6 4.4 1.2 Under Construction 
10 GR Aligarh Kanpur Highway Private Limited 22.0 20.6 9.3 8.8 2.5 Under Construction 
11 GR ENA KIM Expressway Private Limited 21.9 20.0 8.9 8.7 2.4 AD Awaited 
12 GR Shirsad Masvan Expressway Private Limited 27.5 25.2 11.2 11.0 3.0 AD Awaited 
13 GR Bilaspur Urga Highway Private Limited 15.3 14.2 6.4 6.1 1.7 AD Awaited 
14 Galgalia to Bahadurganj 10.5 9.7 4.2 4.2 1.3 AD Received 
15 Bahadurganj to Araria 10.8 10.0 4.4 4.3 1.2 AD Received 

        

 Total 220.5 202.9 90.5 88.2 24.1  
 

Source: Company, MOFSL; excludes two recently won HAM projects 

 
Comfortable debt position with strong net D/E 
Gross debt stood at INR13.5b at FY21-end, with net D/E comfortable at 0.2x, despite 
the investments in own equipment. Even in comparison with peers, the debt levels 
are lower, largely owing to its strong execution. On a consolidated basis, net D/E 
stood at 0.9x. Any favorable monetization of its HAM portfolio could further 
strengthen its liquidity position. 
 
Exhibit 29: Net debt to equity at ~0.2x at end-FY21 and further expected to strengthen by 
FY24 

 
Source: Company, MOFSL 

 
We expect a 16% adj. PAT CAGR over FY21–24 
With a strong revenue CAGR of 30% over FY16–21, the adj. PAT CAGR stood at 49%, 
the highest among peers. This was primarily on account of strong operating 
leverage, with industry-leading EBITDA margins and moderation in the tax rate. Over 
FY21–24, we expect some moderation in the adj. PAT CAGR to 16% (in line with the 
revenue CAGR) on a high base.  
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Exhibit 30: Expect adj. PAT CAGR of ~16% over FY21–24E 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
OCF to remain strong over FY21–24E on strong execution 
With strong execution and moderate working capital requirements, we expect 
operating cash flow to remain strong at INR32.8b over FY22–24 (v/s INR26b over 
FY16–21). With the capex intensity moderating over FY21, we expect FCF to be 
robust at ~INR21b over FY22–24E (v/s INR7.7b over FY16–21). As a result, the 
FCF/PAT conversion is expected to improve to ~70% over FY22–24E (v/s ~30% over 
FY16–21). 
 

Exhibit 31: Strong execution to lead to high OCF generation 
over FY22–24E 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Exhibit 32: FCF/PAT to improve to ~0.7x over FY22–24E 

 
Source: MOFSL, Company 

 
Robust return ratios 
Over FY14–21, GRIL has been generating superior return ratios on account of strong 
operating leverage and margin expansion. RoE expanded from ~9% to 24% over 
FY14–21, with RoCE expanding from ~16% to 20% over this period. We expect RoE 
to be healthy over FY22–24E (20–22%), with RoCE expected at 18–19% over this 
period. 
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Exhibit 33: GRIL to maintain healthy return ratios 

 
Source: Company, MOFSL 

 
Valuation and view 
With robust order book of INR158b, excluding L1, we expect GRIL to witness EPS 
growth of 16% over FY21–24. Given its size and high-margin profile, GRIL needs to 
deliver a balancing act between topline growth and margins. We assign TP of 
INR2,260 on the stock on the SOTP basis on a) an exit PE multiple of 18x on Sep’23 
EPS to the core EPC business and b) 1.2x Sep’23E investment value in BOT assets. 
We initiate coverage on the stock with a Buy rating. GRIL’s focus on cash flow 
generation would be tested – as the company aims to balance growth and margins – 
and is a key monitorable. Any asset monetization by way of InvIT or an asset sale 
could free up further growth capital for the company. 
 
Exhibit 34: SoTP Target Price stands at INR2,260/share 
Particulars INR m Per share (INR) 
Standalone   
Sep’23E Core PAT  10,695  
Target PE multiple 18.0  
Standalone valuation 1,92,516 1,985 
    
Asset business   
Sep’23E Inv. 22,500  
1.2x Investment value in BOT assets 27,000 275 
Total  2,19,516 2,260 
 

Source: MOFSL, Company 
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Experienced management team 
 
 Vinod Kumar Agarwal serves as Chairman and is a Whole Time Director on the 

board and one of the promoters of the company. He has over 25 years of 
experience in the Road Construction industry. He has been a director on the 
board since the company’s incorporation. He oversees strategy and policy 
formulation; liaises with various government departments, and oversees 
processes such as bidding, tendering, and planning. He is also the president of 
the National Highways Builders Federation.  

 Ajendra Kumar Agarwal is Managing Director and one of the promoters of the 
company. He holds a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Jodhpur 
University and has over 25 years of experience in the Road Construction 
industry. He is responsible for overseeing the overall functioning of the 
company, especially the operational and technical aspects. He heads the in-
house design team and is actively involved in value engineering using the latest 
specifications and methodologies. He is also the head of budgeting, planning, 
and monitoring. He has been a Director on the board since 2006. 

 Vikas Agarwal is a Whole Time Director on the board. He holds a bachelor’s 
degree in commerce from Mohanlal Sukhadia University, Udaipur. He has been 
associated with the company since 1st April 2006 and has over 15 years of 
experience in the Road Construction industry. He is responsible for overseeing 
the functioning of ongoing projects.  

 Ramesh Chandra Jain is a Whole Time Director on the board. He holds a 
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Rajasthan University. He has over 27 
years of experience in the Road Construction business. Prior to joining GRIL, he 
was associated with NHAI. He is responsible for monitoring the construction of 
roads, highways, and bridges. He is also responsible for the bidding process for 
new projects. 

 Anand Rathi is Chief Financial Officer of the company. He is an Associate of the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and an associate of the Institute of 
Company Secretaries of India. He joined GRIL as Director on 31st March 2009. He 
resigned as Director of the company and was appointed the Chief Financial 
Officer on 1st April 2011. He has several years of experience in accounts and 
finance. He is responsible for, inter alia, evaluating optimum financing options, 
building financial models, financial research and analysis, evolving the company 
strategy (including mergers and acquisitions and negotiating transactions), 
policy implementation, and liaising with banks and financial institutions to 
obtain funds.  
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Roads sector: making the bulk of investments  
 
Investments in past five years driven by government implementation  
Of the total construction spending in the Infrastructure sector, roads had a share of 
48.3% over FY15–19. Investments were largely driven by the government’s 
implementation of the National Highways Development Project (NHDP). Moreover, 
continued emphasis on improving the rural and state road network by various state 
governments supported growth. 
 
Investments by private sector to grow 2x over next five years 
CRISIL Research expects private construction investments in national highways to 
increase 2x to INR1.5t over FY21–25 vis-à-vis the previous five years. This is 
expected to be done largely through the hybrid annuity model (HAM) model – as the 
build-operate-transfer (BOT) toll model may have only a few takers.  
 
A policy push in the form of changes in model concession agreements (MCAs) for 
HAM and BOT projects and a reduction in the bid eligibility criteria across national 
highway projects would bode well for private participation. However, the share of 
HAM in total projects awarded is constrained by the cautious approach by banks in 
lending to HAM projects. 
 
Asset monetization, equity infusion key to supporting private investments 
There is a policy push in the form of changes in HAM and BOT MCA and relaxation in 
the bidder eligibility criteria to improve private participation in national highway 
projects. Moreover, there has been an improvement in lending by banks. How this 
plays out in the short term would remain a key monitorable. 
 
Currently, there are two broad drivers of asset sales in the Roads sector – (i) 
rationalization of the financial position to improve balance sheet strength and (ii) 
asset churning to enable participation in upcoming projects. The erstwhile major 
BOT players are selling off their assets to reduce their debt burden and free up 
equity, which could be infused in projects under execution. 
 
The players are currently monetizing existing HAM assets so as to participate in 
upcoming newer opportunities. Some players intend to dispose of under-
construction projects to financial investors, with projects being executed by the 
same player. Thus, they are able to convert HAM projects to EPC without facing the 
cut-throat competition they deal with currently in the EPC model.  
 
INR0.6–0.7t has already been invested through these models. CRISIL's analysis of 
BOT and HAM projects indicates potential of ~INR2.0t in enterprise value. 
 
Future growth in road construction on account of increased government 
focus 
CRISIL Research expects investments in roads to post 0–2% decline in FY21 due to 
COVID-led lockdowns impacting construction activity and resulting in the migration 
of labor. 10–15% recovery is likely in FY22, led by an increase in the execution of 
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projects – as NHAI shifts its focus to the execution and implementation of high-value 
projects, such as expressways. 
 
Road projects augur well for construction players as nearly all funds are channelized 
into construction. Spending on road construction, which is estimated to have risen 
11% on-year in FY20, is forecast to increase 1.6x over FY21–25 (v/s FY16–20). This is 
led by the government's focus on roads and state and national highways, supported 
by public funds. Around 35% of the projects awarded by the National Highways 
Authority of India (NHAI) in FY19 and FY20 were through HAM. This increased to 
55% in FY21. As the execution of these projects picks up, private investments are 
expected to increase. 
 

Exhibit 35: Expected spend on road construction (INR t) 

 
Source: Crisil Research:  

Exhibit 36: Investment outlook in national highways (INR b) 

 
Source: Crisil Research  

 

Budgetary proposals for Roads sector 
FY22BE gross budgetary support has been raised to a robust 17.6% (over FY21RE) to 
INR1.08 trillion. However, the internal and extra budgetary resources (IEBR) 
allocation is stagnant at INR0.65t to reduce dependence on external borrowings. 
Note that NHAI borrowings have increased 11x over the past five years to ~INR2.6t, 
with the debt-equity ratio at 1.4x as of Sep’20. While the FY22BE allocation under 
PMGSY has increased 9% (over FY21RE) to INR 0.15t, the sum is lower than the 
average ~INR 0.19t allocated annually since FY17. 
 

Key trends in Roads sector 
 Improved rate of execution: The length of roads constructed saw CAGR decline 

of 3% to 1,576 km in FY15 from 1,784km in FY11 (from ~500km under the 
National Highways Development Programme a.k.a. NHDP in 2001). However, 
over FY16–20, road construction/upgrades saw a CAGR of nearly 21%, driven by 
the government impetus to clear stalled projects. 

 Improved awarding momentum: The government has tried to improve the rate 
of awarding over the years. HAM has seen a significant share of awarding 
recently, which is expected to increase going forward. 

 Private equity investments likely to increase: Private equity funds have 
contributed to road projects in the past. Going forward, private equity 
investments could increase further, following recent announcements of the exit 
policy for debt-stressed operators of toll roads. 

 Other sectors – favorable policies: These comprise a 100% exit policy for 
stressed BOT players, providing for the ‘secured’ status for PPP projects when 
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lending, and the proposal to scrap slow-moving highway projects (under 
consideration). 

 HAM: HAM has been successful in bringing a new set of private players by 
mitigating risks related to traffic, interest rate, and inflation and by requiring a 
smaller equity commitment (12–15% of project costs). 

 TOT: The toll-operate-transfer (TOT) model is a PPP model by NHAI to spur 
private participation in the Roads sector to raise funding and for divestments 
and transfer the tolling and maintenance to private entities. 

 InvIT: NHAI plans to raise INR400b (USD5.72b) to monetize its highway assets 
through InvIT. 

 OMT: Apart from NHAI, some large Indian states have also adopted the operate-
maintain-transfer (OMT) model, where state road development authorities have 
invited bids, or awarded state highway stretches, to be operated and 
maintained on an OMT basis. 

 
Bharatmala Pariyojana – targets construction of 65,000km of highways 
Bharatmala Pariyojana (BMP) is a new umbrella scheme that supersedes the existing 
National Highways Development Programme (NHDP). The program envisages the 
construction of ~65,000km of highways under the following categories: National 
Corridor (North-South, East-West, and Golden Quadrilateral), economic corridors, 
inter-corridor roads, feeder roads, international connectivity, border roads, coastal 
roads, port connectivity roads, and expressways. The scheme would include the 
existing NHDP as well. 
The government approved Bharatmala Pariyojana Phase-I in October 2017 with an 
aggregate length of about 34,800km (including residual NHDP stretches of 
10,000km) at an estimated outlay of INR5.35t. Phase-I would involve the 
development of ~9,000km of economic corridors, ~6,000km of inter-corridors and 
feeder roads, ~5,000km of national corridor efficiency improvements, ~2,000km of 
border and international connectivity roads, ~2,000km of coastal and port 
connectivity roads, and ~800km of expressways.  
 
Uptick in projects to be awarded owing to strong pipeline 
 CRISIL Research expects 4,500–5,000km to be awarded in FY22 and an average 

of 4,000–4,500km over FY23–25 owing to a strong pipeline of projects under 
Bharatmala.  

Exhibit 37: NHAI awarding trend (km) 

 
Source: Crisil Research 
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Railways – witnessing rising investments  
 
Investment in past five years 
Of the total construction spending in the Infrastructure sector, railways had a share 
of 11.4% over FY15–19. Historically, investments in railways have come from the 
center, and private participation has been minuscule. The Indian Railways is 
attempting to harness private capital for funding capex across projects, such as first-
/last-mile and port connectivity projects, logistic parks / private freight terminals, 
station redevelopments, etc. It has developed various PPP models, such as non-
government rail, joint venture, capacity augmentation (with funding provided by the 
customer), build-operate-transfer, and capacity augmentation through annuity to 
suit various risk appetites. 
 
Network decongestion to drive future growth 
CRISIL Research expects investment in railways is likely to increase 10–15% in FY22, 
led by the Dedicated Freight Corridor and the deferral of FY21 capex. Construction 
capex is expected to be INR3.7t over the next five years (vis-à-vis INR2.4t over the 
past five years), led by investments in network decongestion. 
 
Exhibit 38: Construction spending in Railways sector (in INR trillion) 

 
Source: CRISIL Research 

 
Key growth drivers for Railways sector 
 Bolstering finances by monetizing land and revenue from advertising: The 

Ministry of Railways set up the Rail Land Development Authority in Jan’07 to 
push the commercial development of vacant railway land and air space. The 
land could be developed as commercial properties, retail malls, institutional 
venues, hospitality venues, or entertainment spaces. The Indian Railways 
further plans to monetize land along the tracks through various means. Some of 
the options being explored include using the land to generate solar energy, 
planting trees, and making horticulture gardens. 

 Fast-tracking of approvals: As per the existing procedure in railways for 
sanctioning a project, proposals for various projects received from zonal 
railways are examined internally by the Railway Board. Of these, the firmed-up 
proposals are sent for ‘in-principle’ approval to the National Institution for 
Transforming India (NITI) Aayog. Projects costing less than INR5.0b are approved 
by the Minister for Railways, and those above that are reviewed by both NITI 
Aayog and the Expanded Board for Railways and approved by the Cabinet 
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Committee on Economic Affairs. After obtaining requisite approvals, projects 
are included in the budget. Thereafter, the Indian Railways carries out a final 
location survey and prepares detailed estimates. Generally, tenders are floated 
after receiving a sanction on the detailed estimates. This entire process between 
the initiation of the proposal and final awarding of the tender is now 9–12M in 
general, compared with 2–2.5 years earlier. 

 PPP in railways: (a) To reduce the transit time and supply-demand deficit in the 
Railways sector, the government introduced the privatization of railways in 
FY20. Under this initiative, the government plans to privatize 100 paths bundled 
in 10–12 clusters, entailing nearly 150 trains, with a concession period of 35 
years. (b) Additionally, the government announced a PPP model for station 
redevelopments. Under this move, 400 stations have been identified for 
redevelopment, which is an investment opportunity of nearly INR1.0t. These 
development plans would improve the participation of private players in the 
Railways sector over the longer term. 

 
Budget highlights 
The central government has announced a planned outlay of INR2.14t for the Indian 
Railways in the Union Budget 2021–22, 11% below the preceding year's revised 
estimate of INR2.4t, due to the high base of COVID-related one-time spending. 
Nearly 50% of the planned outlay is expected to be financed through budgetary 
support and the remaining through internal sources and market borrowings / 
institutional finance. However, IEBR support for FY22 is expected to decline 18% v/s 
FY21RE due to the funds raised by IRFC.  
 
Exhibit 39: Capital outlay allocated under Union Budget over FY17–FY22 

 
Source: Union Budget document, CRISIL Research 
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Exhibit 40: Budgetary allocation for various projects – FY22 
Parameter INR b 
New lines (construction) 2,469 
Gauge conversion 50 
Doubling 2,312 
Electrification projects 753 
Rolling stock 3,366 
Road safety works - Road over/under bridges 162 
Traffic facilities - Yard remodelling and others 414 
Workshop including production units 1 
Passenger and other railway user's amenities 500 
 

Source: CRISIL Research 

 
National Rail Plan 
The Indian Railways has received a record capital outlay of INR1,100.55b for FY22, of 
which INR1,071b is for capital expenditure under the budgetary allocation for fiscal 
2022. Under the National Rail Plan, it envisages the creation of a future-ready 
railway system by 2030. It also proposes to increase the share of railways in freight 
to 45% by 2030, from 27% currently. As a part of the National Rail Plan, Vision 2024 
has been launched for the accelerated implementation of certain critical projects by 
2024, such as 100% electrification, the multi-tracking of congested routes, speed 
upgrades to 160kmph on the Delhi–Howrah and Delhi–Mumbai routes, speed 
upgrades to 130kmph on all other Golden Quadrilateral–Golden Diagonal routes, 
and the elimination of level crossings on all Golden Quadrilateral–Golden Diagonal 
routes. 
 HSR projects picking up pace: The government has identified seven corridors for 

constructing HSR projects, of which the Mumbai–Ahmedabad corridor is under 
construction. Bids have also been invited for the alignment and detailed project 
reports (DPR) preparation for the remaining projects. 

 Construction works for MAHSR have been bid out 
 Project cost of INR1.1t and EPC opportunity of INR 0.5–0.6t 
 Land acquisition status of nearly 70% is complete 
 Nearly 64% of the total length awarded to a major EPC player, amounting to 

nearly INR0.32t 
 Bids have been invited for other packages  
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Overview of investments in metro projects 
 
Metro construction: Second largest urban infra investment contributor 
CRISIL Research estimates construction spends on metro projects in India to 
increase 1.3x to ~INR1.0t over the next five years, making it the second largest 
contributor to urban infrastructure investments. The bulk of the metro projects is 
under construction and has achieved financial closure. Medium-term growth in the 
sector would be led by the development of a number of projects announced and 
under implementation by various state governments. A new metro rail policy was 
announced in the 2018 Union Budget, which targeted the creation of private 
interest in the segment. 
 
CRISIL Research believes the majority of the total investment for MRTS between 
FY21–25 would be in these key projects:  
 Delhi Metro Rail Project Phases III and IV 
 Mumbai Metro Projects Lines 2A, 2B, 3 
 Chennai Metro Phase-II 
 Nagpur Metro 
 Pune Metro 
 
Exhibit 41: Investment opportunity in metro projects (INR trillion) 

 
Source: CRISIL Research 
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Key risk factors  
 
 COVID-19 pandemic risks: The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has spread 

throughout the world, causing governments, companies, and various 
jurisdictions to impose restrictions, such as lockdowns, quarantines, closures 
(including temporary closures at some of project sites), cancellations, and travel 
restrictions. While the effects of these restrictions are expected to be 
temporary, the duration of the business disruptions in India and internationally, 
and the related financial impact, cannot be reasonably estimated at this time. 

 Changes in central/state government policies could impact ordering in the 
sector and thus adversely impact GRIL: The business is primarily dependent on 
road projects in India undertaken or awarded by governmental authorities and 
other entities funded by the central or state governments. GRIL derives the 
majority of its revenues from contracts with a limited number of government 
entities, including NHAI and MoRTH. Such a high concentration of the business 
on just a few projects or clients may have an adverse effect on operational 
results, and any slowdown in the awarding of contracts from these clients could 
adversely affect the business. 

 Delayed completion of projects could lead to termination of contract or cost 
overruns, impacting operational performance: Road projects are required to 
achieve commercial operation as per the scheduled commercial operation dates 
specified under the relevant concession and EPC agreements. Any delay in 
completing construction at the projects due to reasons attributable to GRIL 
could lead to payments towards liquidated damages or the encashment and 
appropriation of the bank guarantee or performance security. The concessioning 
authority or client may also be entitled to terminate the concession or EPC 
agreement in the event of a delay in the completion of the work – if the delay is 
not on account of any of the agreed exceptions. Cost overruns or the 
termination of contracts could significantly impact the company’s operational 
performance. 

 Operates in highly competitive market; inability to win orders could materially 
impact operating performance: GRIL operates in a competitive environment; 
the competition is based on (a) size, nature, complexity, and location of 
projects, (b) price and proximity of materials to the local market, (c) the 
availability of sub-contractors and construction workers, and (d) local economic 
conditions. Some competitors have greater industry experience and substantial 
financial, technical, and other resources, enabling them to undertake larger 
projects or obtain better financing arrangements. High competition and GRIL’s 
inability to compete successfully could impact its operating performance. 

 Increase in prices of construction materials, fuel, labor, and equipment could 
adversely impact business, operational results, and financial condition: The 
cost of construction materials, fuel, labor, and equipment maintenance 
constitute a significant portion of operating expenses. Any increase in the prices 
of steel and cement could impact the company’s financial performance – as 
most of the EPC service contracts are fixed-price in nature and may not always 
include the escalation clause, covering any increase in costs. 
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SWOT Analysis 
 
 
  

STRENGTHS 

WEAKNESSES 

OPPORTUNITIES 

THREATS 

WEAKNESSES 
 High dependency on road projects: GRIL has a high dependency on road projects, and any slowdown in 

awarding activity would have a huge impact on GRIL’s top and bottom lines. 
 

OPPORTUNITIES 
 Increase in infrastructure expenditure: The government has shifted its focus to Infra and increased its 

expenditure under this space. It is expected that awarding activity from NHAI would gain momentum in the near 
future, and GRIL and other EPC players would benefit from this. 

 

THREATS 
 Increase in raw material prices: Any increase in the prices of steel and cement could impact the company’s 

financial performance – as most of the EPC service contracts are fixed price in nature and may not always include 
the escalation clause, covering any increase in costs. 

 Changes in regulatory policies: GRIL derives the majority of its revenues from contracts with a limited number of 
government entities, including NHAI and MoRTH. Any changes in the rules/regulations or technical parameters 
for awarding contracts could broadly impact the business. 

 Slowdown in awarding activity: A high concentration of the business on a few projects or clients may have an 
adverse effect on operational results. Moreover, any slowdown in the awarding of contracts from these clients 
could adversely affect the business. 

 

STRENGTHS 
 Experienced promoters, with strong management team: 

The individual promoters have more than 25 years of 
experience in the Construction industry. In addition to 
individual promoters, the senior management team 
comprises qualified, experienced, and skilled professionals 
with experience across various sectors. 

 EPC player with strong focus on road projects: GRIL has 
over 25 years of experience in executing EPC projects in 
the Roads sector – comprising the construction and 
development of state and national highways, bridges, 
culverts, flyovers, airport runways, tunnels, and rail-over-
bridges. 

 Open to pursuing other segments within the EPC space: 
While the company expects to continue to focus on the 
development and construction of road projects, as a part 
of its growth strategy, it intends to diversify into projects 
related to the Railways sector, including earthworks, the 
construction of bridges, supply of materials, track linking, 
and the laying of optical fiber cables. 

 Established track record of timely execution: GRIL has 
developed an established track record of efficient project 
management and execution experience, involving trained 
and skilled manpower, the efficient deployment of 
equipment, and an in-house integrated model. 
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Bull and Bear Case 
 
Bull Case 
 We assume a higher revenue/EBITDA/PAT CAGR of 22%/23%/24% over FY21–

24E. 
 We expect the EBITDA margin to expand 40bps over FY21–24E. 
 Assuming similar Target PE of 18x for the core EPC adj. PAT, we arrive at Target 

Price of INR2,830 per share, a ~49% upside. 
 
Bear Case 
 We assume slower execution and increased competition (resulting in lower 

orders), factoring in a revenue/EBITDA/PAT CAGR of 9%/7%/5% over FY21–24E. 
 With rising competition, we expect 90bps margin contraction over FY21–24E. 
 Assuming Target PE of 15x for the core EPC adj. PAT, we arrive at Target Price of 

INR1,615 per share, a 15% downside. 
 

Scenario analysis – Bull Case 
(INR b) FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Revenue  72.4 85.3 108.2 131.4 

Growth (%) 20.2 17.7 26.9 21.4 

EBITDA  13.1 15.8 20.0 24.3 

YoY growth (%) 20.4 20.4 26.9 21.4 

EBITDA margin (%) 18.1 18.5 18.5 18.5 

PAT  7.8 9.3 12.3 15.2 

EPS (INR) 80.7 95.8 126.9 156.8 

Sep’23 Standalone (INR/share)   2,555  

1.2x Sep’23 Asset business (INR/share)   275  

Total   2,830  

Upside/(downside) (%)   49  
 

Source: Company, MOFSL 

Scenario analysis – Bear Case 
(INR b) FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 

Revenue 72.4 85.3 85.2 94.5 

Growth (%) 20.2 17.7 (0.0) 10.9 

EBITDA  13.1 15.3 14.5 16.1 

YoY growth (%) 17.1 17.1 (5.6) 10.9 

EBITDA margin (%) 18.1 18.0 17.0 17.0 

PAT 7.8 8.9 8.2 9.1 

EPS (INR) 80.7 92.5 84.6 93.9 

Sep’23 Standalone (INR/share)   1,340  

1.2x Sep’23 Asset business (INR/share)   275  

Total   1,615  

Upside/(downside) (%)   (15)  
 

Source: Company, MOFSL 
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Financials and valuations 
 

Income Statement (Standalone)       (INR m) 
Y/E March FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 
Net Sales  31,047 49,502 60,278 72,445      85,263        96,721     112,969  
    Change (%) (2.1) 59.4 21.8 20.2          17.7            13.4           16.8  
Total Expenditure 25,401 39,428 47,865 59,341      69,916        79,311       92,635  
    % of Net Sales 81.8 79.6 79.4 81.9          82.0            82.0           82.0  
EBITDA 5,646 10,074 12,413 13,104      15,347        17,410       20,334  
    % of Net Sales 18.2 20.4 20.6 18.1          18.0            18.0           18.0  
Depreciation 806 1,381 1,868 2,268        2,779          3,106         3,646  
EBIT 4,840 8,693 10,545 10,835      12,568        14,304       16,688  
Interest 630 1,057 1,452 1,396        1,860          1,896         1,726  
Other Income 518 674 938 1,275        1,249          1,461         1,487  
EO Items - - - -              -                  -                -    
PBT 4,728 8,310 10,030 10,715      11,956        13,869       16,449  
Tax 800 2,353 3,142 2,908        3,009          3,491         4,140  
    Rate (%) 16.9 28.3 31.3 27.1          25.2            25.2           25.2  
Reported PAT 3,927 5,957 6,888 7,806        8,947        10,378       12,309  
Adjusted PAT 3,927 5,957 6,888 7,806        8,947        10,378       12,309  
    Change (%) (32.6) 51.7 15.6 13.3          14.6            16.0           18.6  
         
Balance sheet (Standalone)       (INR m) 
Y/E March FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 
Share Capital 485 485 485 483           483             483            483  
Reserves 14,895 20,919 27,785 35,561      44,508        54,886       67,195  
Net Worth 15,380 21,404 28,270 36,044      44,991        55,369       67,678  
Loans 6,148 10,607 10,740 13,511      15,511        13,511       11,511  
Deferred Tax Liability (1,284) (685) 646 638           638             638            638  
Capital Employed  20,244 31,326 39,656 50,193      61,140        69,518       79,827  
Gross Fixed Assets 7,971 12,197 15,289 20,585      23,885        27,885       32,885  
Less: Depreciation 1,820 3,172 4,967 7,134        9,913        13,020       16,666  
Net Fixed Assets 6,151 9,025 10,322 13,451      13,972        14,866       16,220  
Capital WIP 475 433 280 555           555             555            555  
Investments  2,295 2,572 2,550 3,636        7,708        12,166       16,700  
Curr. Assets 19,228 32,126 38,755 45,935      55,376        60,616       68,176  
Inventory 2,986 6,136 7,684 10,584      11,937        13,541       15,816  
Debtors 6,556 8,778 8,218 8,676      11,511        13,057       15,251  
Cash and Bank Balance 2,367 6,064 8,403 5,416        8,665          8,964         9,516  
Loans and Advances 423 400 503 558           657             746            871  
Loans & advances (related party) 1,959 3,839 6,292 9,937        9,937          9,937         9,937  
Other Current Assets 4,937 6,908 7,655 10,764      12,669        14,371       16,786  
Current Liab. and Prov. 7,905 12,830 12,250 13,384      16,471        18,684       21,823  
Creditors        3,474         5,189         5,570          7,283         8,526          9,672       11,297  
Other current Liabilities        4,404         7,575         6,536          5,871         7,674          8,705       10,167  
Provisions 27 66 144 230           271             307            359  
Net Current Assets  11,323 19,296 26,505 32,551      38,905        41,932       46,353  
Application of Funds 20,244 31,326 39,656 50,193      61,140        69,518       79,827  
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Financials and valuations 
 

Ratios (Standalone)        
Y/E March FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 
Basic EPS (INR)        
Adjusted EPS  40.5 61.4 71.0 80.7          92.5          107.3         127.3  
Cash EPS  48.8 75.7 90.3 104.2        121.3          139.5         165.0  
Book Value 159 221 292 373           465             573            700  
DPS - - - - - - - 
Payout (incl. Div. Tax.) - - - - - - - 
Valuation (x)        
P/E          46.9           30.9           26.7            23.5           20.5            17.7           14.9  
Cash P/E          38.9           25.1           21.0            18.2           15.7            13.6           11.5  
Price/Book Value          12.0             8.6             6.5              5.1             4.1              3.3             2.7  
EV/Sales            6.1             3.8             3.1              2.6             2.2              1.9             1.6  
EV/EBITDA          33.3           18.7           15.0            14.6           12.4            10.8             9.1  
Dividend Yield (%)             -                -                 -                 -                 -                  -                -    
FCF/Share        (30.4)          18.8           55.5            (7.0)          61.4            74.4           75.8  
Profitability Ratios (%)        
RoE 29.3 32.4 27.7 24.3          22.1            20.7           20.0  
RoCE  24.1 25.1 22.2 19.9          18.8            18.2           18.4  
RoIC 36.8 33.4 28.6 22.9          22.2            23.3           24.8  
Turnover Ratios        
Fixed Asset Turnover (x) 3.9 4.1 3.9 3.5            3.6              3.5             3.4  
Asset Turnover (x) 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.4            1.4              1.4             1.4  
Inventory (Days)             35              45              47               53              51               51              51  
Debtor (Days)             77              65              50               44              49               49              49  
Creditor (Days)             41              38              34               37              37               37              37  

        
Leverage Ratio        
Current Ratio            2.4             2.5             3.2              3.4             3.4              3.2             3.1  
Interest Coverage Ratio            7.7             8.2             7.3              7.8             6.8              7.5             9.7  
Net Debt/Equity (x)            0.2             0.2             0.1              0.2             0.2              0.1             0.0  
          
Cash Flow Statement (Standalone)      (INR m) 
Y/E March FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23E FY24E 
PBT before EO Items 4,728 8,310 10,030 10,715      11,956        13,869       16,449  
Add: Depreciation  806 1,381 1,868 2,268        2,779          3,106         3,646  
            Interest  351 493 1,158 275           612             435            239  
Less: Direct Taxes Paid (1,241) (1,859) (1,752) (2,689)      (3,009)        (3,491)      (4,140) 
(Inc.)/Dec. in WC (4,686) (1,809) (2,993) (6,094)      (3,105)        (2,728)      (3,869) 
CF from Operations (41) 6,516 8,312 4,474        9,233        11,191       12,325  
(Inc.)/Dec. in FA (2,905) (4,689) (2,927) (5,148)      (3,300)        (4,000)      (5,000) 
Free Cash Flow (2,947) 1,827 5,385 (674)        5,933          7,191         7,325  
(Pur.)/Sale of Investments 89 36 89 75              -                  -                -    
Others (2,944) (1,806) (1,387) (2,725)      (4,072)        (4,457)      (4,534) 
CF from Investments (5,761) (6,458) (4,225) (7,798)      (7,372)        (8,457)      (9,534) 
Issue of Shares - - - (14)              -                  -                -    
Inc./(Dec). in Debt 3,026 3,456 1,328 2,805        2,000         (2,000)      (2,000) 
Less: Interest Paid (500) (725) (1,777) (1,475)         (612)           (435)         (239) 
           Dividend Paid - - - -              -                  -                -    
Others 252 908 (1,299) (980)              -                  -                -    
CF from Fin. Activity 2,778 3,639 (1,748) 337        1,388         (2,435)      (2,239) 
Inc./Dec. in Cash (3,024) 3,697 2,339 (2,987)        3,250             299            552  
Add: Beginning Balance 5,391 2,367 6,064 8,403        5,416          8,665         8,964  
Closing Balance 2,367 6,064 8,403 5,416        8,665          8,964         9,516  
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